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February 16, 2021 
 
Chancellor Schmidt, university leaders conduct first campus live briefing of 2021 
 
Two weeks into the spring 2021 academic semester, Chancellor Jim Schmidt held a live briefing for the 
campus community to discuss academics, enrollment, and the state budget outlook. Faculty, staff, and 
students were encouraged to submit questions in advance and throughout the briefing. Vice Chancellor 
for Finance and Administration Grace Crickette, Interim Vice Chancellor for Enrollment Management 
Billy Felz, and Associate Vice Chancellor Mike Carney joined the chancellor to provide key updates.  
 
Here are the key points from this week’s briefing: 

• UW-Eau Claire’s 2020-21 enrollment was down 2.3%—or 464 students—from the previous 
year but the percentage of students remaining enrolled from fall to spring was consistent with 
the past three years. Admissions data for Fall of 2021 is looking strong, with total applications 
up 53% thanks in part to the UW System’s central application service. Deposits to reserve 
enrollment for the fall semester are down by 9.6% compared to this time last year.  

• Despite receiving more than $6,250,000 in state and federal funding to offset the impact of 
COVID-19, UW-Eau Claire’s total COVID-19 losses to date total $11.8 million. These losses stem 
from unplanned COVID-19 risk mitigation purchases, lost revenue from auxiliary areas and the 
moderate enrollment decline, and needing to return $2.3 million in general purpose revenue to 
the UW System as part of the state government budget lapse. The campus has a total deficit of 
approximately $4.8 million, having identified more than $7 million of savings in the current 
fiscal year through budget reductions, saving funds that went unused during the pandemic, and 
employee furloughs.  

• With the statewide vaccination process underway, the university expects to return to primarily 
in-person learning in the fall of 2021. Chancellor Schmidt anticipates the majority of the campus 
community being vaccinated by the summer, and indicated the university will maintain 
responsive testing and mitigation protocols as Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
guidelines evolve. 

• COVID-19 testing of students and employees continues in Zorn Arena this semester and, so far, 
14,759 tests have been administered since Jan. 25, 2021. This spring semester total is close to 
half as many tests – 35,318 – administered between September and December of 2020. Free 
community antigen testing for asymptomatic individuals is also available for the remainder of 
February on Tuesdays from 4:30 – 8 p.m. and weekends from 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. 
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